KFR SERIES IN-RACK SPRINKLERS

Unmatched Value

The Reliable Models KFR56 and KFR80 Intermediate Level Sprinklers include shields which protect the operating element from cold-soldering caused by sprinklers located at a higher elevation.

Wrench-able guards protect the sprinkler from damage in areas subject to impact damage. The link does not extend beyond wrench boss, reducing risk of damage during installation. Compact design and low profile are ideal for snug installations.

No protective covers are needed for shipping or installation, and no “forgotten” protectors are left after installation.

Unmatched Reliable® Quality & Service
- EVERY thermal link is X-ray validated.
- EVERY sprinkler is visually inspected and pressure tested to at least 500 psi before packaging.
- High-capacity fully automated assembly ensures timely arrival.

Specifications · Options
- Temperature: 165°F (74°C), 212°F (100°C).
- Pressure: cULus: 250 psi (17,2 bar) FM: 175 psi (12 bar).
- Optional factory pre-installed guards and shields.

Our Manufacturing
- Proprietary link manufacturing process perfected over 100 years.
- Most rigorous quality control process in the Industry.
- Visit our competitors, then tour our plant. Decide for yourself!

www.reliablesprinkler.com/kfr